Clemson Opens Football Season With P. C.
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CLEMSON OFENS THIRTY-FOURTH SESSION MANY HONORS TAKEN CLEMSON TIGERS UNDER NEW COACHES TO
WITH ENROLLMENT OF TWELVE HUNOREO BY CLEMSON MEN
PRESBYTERIANS HERE SATURDAY
Freshmen Arrive Week before
Battle is Promised As
GAMP MoCLELLAN McLEOD AND CARSON Hectic
Old Students for Orientation
'S
CONFERENCE
Tigers Meet Blue Stockings
Week
On Riggs Field
IS
ATTENDEDJY
MANY
Tigers Win in Boxing, Track,
Practically twelve hundred stuJOIN CODY'S STAFF Only two more days before the
dents, representing every county"-in
y^

,

South Carolina, each
'bordering
state, as well as several other states,
have gathered at Tigertown and
enrolled as Clemson Tigers of the
34th session. .
This year, Clemson College has
more to offer young men than
ever before in its history. Numerous
additions to the teaching faculty,
with the older members of the faculty, make an organization of
over one hundred professors and
instructors. While these important
additions have been miade, the
older members of the faculty have
fitted themselves even more amply
to the execution of their positions
by attending lectures and conducting experiments at Clemson and
elsewhere. Such a great expansion
of the teaching organization has
made possible the offering of many
new courses
in Music,
Modern
Language, Economics,
Psychology.
Practical Education, and other departments. It is now possible to
maintain much smaller class sections than before, giving a smaller
group- to each instructor and thus
assuring an increase of personal
interest between the students and
instructors. In short, Clemson College is doing absolutely all within
its Dowern to place Clemson amour
the highest of the Southern College
Association.
In direct response to these advance steps of the college organization, and in spite of the more
rigid enforcement of entrance requirements, the largest student foody
in the history of the institution has
enrolled in college courses for the
3 4th session.
Mention "was ma
above concerning the geographical
distribution of the students
at
Clemson from each county in South
Carolina, in addition to representations from
many
other states.
Clemson also has the distinction
of one foreign enrollment, this man
being a graduate of a Japanese
college who is here to continue his
study of textile engineering.
The
enrollment to date is 1200 of which
418 are new students. There are
some fifteen -men here who have
graduated from other institutions,
and who have
entered for
the
courses
offered
at Clemson. In
June the largest class yet to complete Its four years at Clemson will
be graduated.
The Registrar's office has done
a great deal to take the "new" out
of "new boy." During the summer,
attractive booklets entitled, "Clemson, College and Life," and containing interesting pictures and literature, were ^nailed to each of the
prospective students, assuring them
of what they should find at Tigertown.
And on September 6 the
freshrr.en arrived in great numbers
to embark upon a week of sightseeing, speech listening, and church
socialing, officially termed Orientation Week.
This Orientation process was so very successful that
practically each -member of the
freshman class has now entered
into his selected course, and there
have been only a few cases reported
of Freshmen in the grape vineyard
hunting the post-office, or searching diligently in the Textile tower
for the poultry yard. Most of them
now know the safest approaches and
exists to their rooms and other
places in which their presence is
required.
Athletic machinery is turning over
with real pep and zoom. Varsity
and freshmen candidates are crowding the field daily, with the result that football and cross country
are already rounding into shape
with surprising speed a-id strength;
also, men on the tennis courts and
(Continued on page 3)

Addresses By Prominent Men
Enjoyed by Assembly

The Farmers' Conference held at
Clemson during Farmers' Week was
a great success. Hundreds of farmers together with their families
Jrom all sections of the state attended this great meeting and received much valuable information
from the speakers and demonstrations.
County agents, Demonstration agents, and agricultural leaders from all parts of the country
were present to assist in this great
conference.
Fine band concerts several times
daily, organized, play, motion pictures, agricultural
contests, etc.,
aided the ' conference materially.
Addresses on Sept. 5 were made
by W. G. Quiry chairman of the
state commission on taxation and
Dr. E. W. Sikes on practical education, followed by demonstrations
in the afternoon on farm machinery, garden implements, grading and packing of produce, etc.,
and concluding with band concert,
and a free motion picture after
supper.
One of the most interesting features of the program was addresses
on Thomas G. Clemson and hia
services to the state and nation by
Prof. A. G. Holmes and Dr. R. N.
Brackett of the Clemson faculty.
The lectures on rural leadership
by Dr .E'. C. Bransonn, Univer&ity
of North Carolina, were received
with much
appreciation by
his
audiences.
In
his lectures
he
emphasized the need of competent
leadership and open minded trustful
fellowship as a means toward profitable, satisfying, wholesome, country life.
The musical part of the program
was enjoyed by all present. The
music played by the band gave
inspiration to the meeting.
The
"oncert Thursday eening by a group
of artists Including
Mis
Mary
Chreitzberg of Columbia
College,
Miss Mary Lou Kirby, Miss Alice
Irvin, and Allen Rogers, -was greatly enjoyed by a large and appreciative audience.
Expressions heard from those who
attended indicated
that Farmers'
Week was a great success
and
plans will be laid promptly for a
biger and better Farmers' Week
next year. It is one of the biggest
things Clemson has ever done.

R, ENTERTAINS
FROSH WITH DANCE
On Friday evening September 9,
the Clemson Chapter of the D. A.
R. g^ve a delfehtfi-1 fiance .for the
purpose of raising money to send
some Clemson girl through college-.The dance was enjoyed by a large
number of out of town visitors,
who seemed to be filled with that
"Old Tiger Spirit," which characterizes Clemson Dances, and makes
them famous through out the South
"Jake" Cromer and his orchestra,
which includes a number of musicians from the present Jungaleer
Orchestra, proved at this dance that
it should be rated among the foremost of the state.
The "NojBreaks" were a feature
of the dance, these were held at
intervals throughout the evening.
Sandwiches and punch were served
during the dance from one end
of the "Gym."
The D. A. R.'s are to be complimented on this dance and let
us hope that another will be given
in the near future.

Swimming and Baseball

Tigers open their season with the
Former Clemson and Furman Presbyterian Blue Stockings. P. C.
which is one of the strongest teams
Stars to Aid With Coaching on the Clemson schedule and the
As usual Clemson made a big
same can be said for the Tigers on
noise at Camp McClellan this past
the Presbyterian schedule.
summer in more ways than one.
Once again the Tiger Lair is
The most outstanding thing on
Clemson has the habit of walking preparing for the King of collegiate
Rigg's Field these hot afternoons
away with honors at the camp every sports, FOOTBALL.
For the last is the spirit of confidence
and
summer, and this summer they ran two weeks Riggs Field has been
true to tradition. The main sports their stamping ground and the dogged determination show by the
in their daily
routine.
held at camp this summer were mighty stamp of the well oiled hard players
boxing, baseball, track, and swim- driving machine that our new "Just wait and watch," seems to
be the popular answer
to time
ming.
coaching staff is turning out bodes worn 'quetsions, "wthat kind of
ill for the other conference teams. team are we going to have this
Repeating the performance of last
This year Clemson is especially year?"
year the Tiger Boxing Team brought
An entire new coaching staff n
back three first places, and the fortunate in having an excellent
As
director of preparing the good hip for its 1927
only cup to be won by Clemson coaching staff.
All indications point to
Early won the lightweight cham athletics we .have Mutt Gee, an voyage.
Mutt played a successful season. Coaches Cody,
pionship, Bob 'Stutts the feather old Clemson man.
weight, and Joe
Robinson
the here and was an All Southern man. Gee, and McLeod are resorting to
heavyweight.
This
makes
two From here he went into the armr every method to get the Tigers in
years in succession that Clemson and after his release from servff ship shape for the oepning game.
"Bud" Eskew, one of the most
has held the heavy weight cham he was assistant coach under Gil
From Cornel formidable backs in the state, will
pionship of the Fourth Corps Area. Dobie at Cornell.
to the
University of captain the team this year, which
Other men who made a creditable he went
And now is his last in a purple and gold
showing in the ring were Henderson, Florida as line coach.
'Bud" has been showThomason, McConnell, and Captain he is back fighting to bring Old spangles.
Warr., Gold medals were presented Clemson back to her rightful place ing up exceptionally well in practice and the man that plays quar':o those men winning first places in .athletics, the top of the top.
Josh Cody, needs no introduction terback will have to work like all
in their events.
to the men of Clemson.
Every glory to beat "Bud."
The baseball series started off Clemson man of the past and of
Pitts and Rogers, both of whom
with a bang. Clemson >dvfeating the th» nresent knows Josh and looks played on lftst year's rat team, are
Citadel 25 to 5, and"1 Wofford 5 to upon him as the man who will i being closelv watched for quarter.
0 in a no hit game. In the semi- place the Tigers back in Southern Warr and Pressly are the old men
finals Clemson was handicaped by football.
He was All Southern back for the fullback's berth and
the sickness of one player and there- two years at. Vandy and went from, they together with Bob McCarley,
fore lost the fight to Georgia 11 to there to coach at Mercer, and then' Hane, and Covington McMillan, out5. L. S. U. was winner of the se- went back to coach at Vandy when standmen on last years fresman
cond flight and the finals lost to .'Wallace Wade went to coach at team, are fighting it out for the
Georgia.
A composite team was I Alabama. And now we have him position.
composed of men from Georgia L. I with us and we welcome 'him into
"Red" Davis, Padgett, "Stick"
S. U., N. C. State, Ga. Tech., Wof- our fold a a loyal Tiger.
McConnell are men of varsity exford, P., C, and Clemson. Clemson
Jule Carson, who played here in dous, Martin, McMillan, and Mcwas represented on this team by '13, '14, and '15 is back 'here in Connell are aspiring to fill the
Dunlap, Captain of the Tiger Nine, charge of the
freshman squad. nice for the halfback. Martin and
Moore, Hudgens, Eskew, and Mar- Jule went from here to LaGrange, McConnell are men of varsity ex?
tin.
This team played the 22nd. Georgia, High School where he .put perience.
Infantry two games, the C. M. T. out State
Championship
teams.!
"Hoot"
Gibson
and
"Okeh"
C. Team one game, winning these From there he went into the army Pressley are having it out for cengames with ease.
where he coached and played foot.ter.
Pressley was regular center
ball. From the army he went to on last year's varsity.
Odell was in his old form scor- Richmond Academy and uring his
Davis, Harvey, McGill, Snowden,
ing 24 points .making him high stay there of seven years he turned i Gunnells,
and
Lomas are
the
point -man in the various track and out State and Southern Champion- guards. Davis, Harvey, and McGill
field events. He won first place in
are the outstanding men. Snowden,
the pole vault, shot put, and 220 ship prep school teams.
Dizzy McLeod, an All State man member of the scrub team in '26
yard dash, he also won second place
has caused considerable comment
i.n the 220 yard low hurdles and in football, basketball, and base- by his showing so far.
ball
at
Furman
and
who
after
broad jump.
In the high jump
"Fatso" Hall and
'1Big Joe"
he tied for first place at 6 ft. 2 in. graduation was assistant coach un- Robinson seem to be the men for
with Young of N. C. State. To de- der Billy Laval has come to Clem- the tackles at the time of this
cide the winner they matched Odell son to help build a team that will writing.
Both of these men have
losing to Young thus taking second d/> honor to the Tigers. Dizzy is played varsity ball and their exone
of
the
best
football
scouts
in
place in this event. L. S. U. won
perience
is evident.
Gassaway,
the meet with 60 point to her the Scout South.
Nimitz, Jones, and Yarborough are
credit while Clemson came second
Assisting this /choice staff of making the competition hot, these
with 41.
coaches are Satterlee, a Sewanee | men piayed for "Tink" Gillam last
star, and Holtzendorff, star from year.
The boys from Florida repeated the University of Georgia.
These
The coaches have a wealth of
their performance of last year by two men are loyal Tigers and in
running rough shod through the the years that they have heen here material from which to choose their
swimming meet.
The only event they have contributed everything ends. Cuttino, Timmerman, Reeves,
Verdery, Hair, and Asbill are
taken by Clemson was the fancy in their power to help our teams..| Wray,
n g00(i men and it will not be
diving, won by Sonny Glaze. The We certainly appreciate their able a
outstanding man of the meet was help and welcome them as one known until before the game as to
just who will draw the assignments.
Degtoff from
Florida who
was loyal Tiger to another
The Blue
Stockings
have
a
high point man.
mighty good team this year and
they are all letter men. P. C. lost
only one man through graduation.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Hogrefe, star of last year will not
play this season, he has his eye
In the future subscriptions to the Tiger will be paid
on the next Olympic meet
and
strictly in advance, and the paper will be sent only to
doesn't want to take chances on
permanent injuries.
those who have paid up for a subscription.
Clemson is going to have one
Copies of this issue are being widely distributed to faof the best teams in the Conference
culty, alumni, and friends of Clemson, but hereafter The
this year. Fight is the one thing
that the Tigers are going to be
Tiger will be sent to no one who has not paid up. The
running over with. The exact linestaff fells ti at this is the only proper and business-like
up for the P. C. game is not known
yotj hut rest assured that the eleven
method by which to work.
Cadets of, course paid for
men that enter the game are going
their copy in the student activities fee.
to know football and how to play
the game.
The price of a year's subscription is $1.50. Remittances
The blocking and tackling of the
sould be made to R. O. Pickens, Business Mar^V Box
men has shown a considerable im147, Clemson College, S. C. Any one who dflrces The
provement.
Their acquirement of
Tiger should not Fail to send in his subscriptic
(Continued on page 6)
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_u,cnfices to make our teams as
good as possible?
Why can't we
sacrifice a little of our time to
help upport them.
It is absolutely
essential for an athletic team and
a student 'body to pull together to
win, so fall in line fellows and lets
.all pull together for Clemson.
M. B. Farrar, Cheer Leader.
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FOR

NOTICE TO STUDENTS
REGARDING CLASS

CLEMSON'

Mr.

Wahington

has

f

iotice to Cade
WHY PAY MORE FOR

WORK

requested

Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college that the following information be
•ession, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
published for the benefit of the
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, freshmen and of the old boys who
are not aware of these rules:
Jouth Carolina.
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EDITORIAL
GREETINGS
The Tiger welcomes all of the newcomers, students, professors and coaches to Clemson. We hope that they will
soon become imbued with that loyalty that is a characteristic of every man who has ever been connected with Clemson.
To the old students we also extend greetings; we are glad
to sea so many of them back. We are proud of the records
that the seniors made st the summer R. O. T. C. camps.
Many improvements have been made during the summer—
improvements which have been needed for a long time and
which will bring pleasure to every cadet. The new1 engineering building is well under way and the students will
soon be meetirg classes in one of the finesti college buildings
in the South. New fire-fighting apparatus has been installed
and a fire truck has been purchased to protect the college
property.
The, cadet regulations have been
made less stringent and more 'Privileges given
the
boys.
New
courses and new departments have
been added to the curriculum. New
training quarters
and
coaches
rooms have been built and the
•campaign for the new Physical
Education building is being pushed.
The college grounds have been
made even more beautiful; in every
direction Clemson is expanding and
improving. It is the duty of every
Clemson student to support THE
COLLEGE and believe in it;to do
everything in his power to make
this a better college.
The Tiger
will do everything in its power to
help build a greater college and
we know that eacr student will do
the same.
FOOTBALL

THE Y. M. C. A.
The Y. M. C. A. has planned a
most extensive program for this
year. There are to be free picture
shows every week—a total of over
six hundred reels will be shown
during the year. There are to be
swimming meets between the various companies in
the "Y" pool.
There are Vesper
services held
every Sunday evening in the "Y"
auditorium and on e,aoh hall every
day, an evening watch is held
under the auspices
of the "Y".
These are just a few of the many
■things that the
"Y" does.
To
mention every one of the things
that it does bere would be to name
practically the whole social life of
the college. Truly, here at Clemson, the "Y" develops men socially,
physically, and
religiously.
Our
advice to the new students is to
take and active interest in the
"Y" and to take part in all of its
activities. You will get much more
out of your course in college by
allying yourself with an organization of this kind, than by refusing
to take part in any of its activities.

The Tigers
start off Football
with a clean slate next Saturday
nsrpinst p. C.; Coach Cody and his
able assistants have worked hard
with the boys and they have a team
of which Clemson is proud, yet
some of the lads who know it al'l
are already predicting that if we
lose to P. C. this Saturday (which
we have no intention of doing) the
AN APPEAL
team will blow up.. We can say
rifht here with perfect assurance
Fellow Students of Clemson, aland with the backing of twelve I[low me to appeal to you for suphundred Clemson students that the ort r-f our athletic teams
Durteam will NOT blow up 'at any ng the Pep meetings there have
time. The team has a spirit that been some students who remained
we
'have
not seen
on
Riggs ;n barracks instead of attending
Field since the'last game of 1921, ]'.he meetings to boost the spirit.
and under the able leadership of The freshmen look up to the upperthe coaches and Captain Bud Eskew classmen, therefore let me implore
that team is going to win this year, the upper classes to instill in the
Every Clemson student will be in new boys the true Tiger spirit.
the stands Saturday, making that
When a man 'has worked on the
team win—every student will be- athletic field until lie is about to
lieve that team is going to fight, drop and he hears our voices urging
and it will fight.
We have un- him on, it brings to his tired mind
limited confidence in Coaches Cody, the^ reason why he/ is out on- the
Gee, and M"Leod. and we 'have the field, •'^^Kate-'new life in him and
= nme confidence in the team. We helps JMBfo put out that last
Know that
when the whistle blows Dunce of^M^y that so often wins
Saturday1 Clemson will be ably re- athletic con^kts.
Have you ever
presented, by eleven fighting Tigers. thought J^^KL much an
athlete

are not aware of these rules:
1. Students should be sure that
all required work is scheduled.
2.
They should be sure that
they have not scheduled more work
than they are allowed to take. No
credit will be allowed on work
beyond the amount called for in
the respective courses unless the
student has permission
to take
extra work.
3. Students who made an average above "C" o.n fifty per cent or
mere of his
work in terms
of
semester credits the second semester of last session may take extra
work.
4.
All "class cards" must be
returned to the Registrar's office
by 6 P. M. September 22, 1927.
5. Any student who has a quest'on regarding his schedule or his
"student load" should see his class
adv.sor.
(The professor who assisted him in making out his class
n
c .rd And iassigned him to a section.)
If you are in doubt as to
whether or not you are taking too
much work, too little work, the
required work, or any matter regarding your
classification,
see
your adviser at once.
6. Be sure to check your "class
card" and see that each professor
has signed it; be sure each has a
''grade card."
Return the
class
card promptly
to the Registrar's
office.
7. Students are held responsible
for meeting the requirements for
graduation
in their
respective
courses. In case of doubt, consult
your advisor or the Registrar.
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We sew, Cement and Tack them. The latest
equipment and expert workmen enable us to
do our work right.
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At a banquet held in the Alabama
Hotel, Anniston, Alabama, on July
11, the Cadet officers were appointed to fill the various positions of
responsibility at Clemson for the
1927-2 8 session. This was attended by Dr. Sikes, Col. Cole, several
officers from Camp M,cClellan, and A
the entire detachment from Clemson.
The appointments were as
follows:
Captains—Brogden, W. J. Bryce,
C-. T.: Burgess, R. H.; Dunlap, G;
H.; Farrar, M. B.; Hanner, T. G.;
Klugh, G. F. (Staff); Maner, W.
F. (Chaplain);
Martin,
W. N.;
Midkiff, R. B.; Mundy, J. T. (Staff)
Odell. W. R. (Staff); Pickens, R. A
O.; (Staff); Smith, T. G.; Stuttes,
P. T.; Willi,ams, H. T.; Wingard,
B. F.
First Lieutenants—Abbott, W. B.
Avent, J. J.; Bell, J. L.; Camp- !►
bell, M. M.; Clark, J. H.; Coker,
W. T.; Crook, M. D.; Cuttino, B. Y
H.; Fowler, B. R.; Garrison, J. C.
Geddings, E. N.; Glaze, C. H.; Hair,
J. C; Harrington, R. C.; Hightower
R. E.; Hughston, T. L.; Husbands,
H.; Jones; A. S.;
Link,
A. C.
(Staff); Marshbanks, J. C; (Staff)
Mercer, C.
W.; Moore,
J. N.;
Pressley, W. H.; Richey, B., R.;
Robinson, J. H.; Shelley, L. W.; %
Taylor, H. K.; Timmerman, W.
P.; Whilden, J. E.; Wylie; A. P.
(Staff).
Second Lieutenants—Berry,
L.
E.; Bickley, B. L.; Bryan, C. A.;
Carroll, G. H.; Earley, E. B.;
Eskew, H. L.;
Farmer, R.
E.;
Green, C. D.; Hafers, E. P.; Hart,
L. .W.; Harvey, B. C; Hicks, J. O.;
Hutchins, W. C; James, W. C;
Jones, M. A.; Lineberger, C H.;
Mealing, J. P.; McConnell, R. E.;
McGlone, T. F.;' Padgett,/L. C;
Seaborn,
C; Smith, M,
Stoppelbein, H. E.; Wb;te, R. B..
The other staff' officers and the
non-commissioned ^officers for this
year were appointed in a general *■?
order just before the close of the
last session.
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"If you saw jsix men admiring a
bathing beauty, how would you
sum it up?"
"Sex of ore, half a dozen of the
other."
LATEST BULLETIN
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ATTRACTIVELY BOXED
Mail Service on Pennants, Pillow Covers and
Novelties. Send your Girl and Friends a Clemson Memento.
OTHER CLEMSON SPECIALTIES
Loose leaf note books
Note book fillers
Eversharp pencils
Leafax binders with fillers

Clemson stationery
Cameras
Clemson Jewelry
Data sheets and accessories -
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SWIMMING HOURS

Yo Mo a Ac New.
THOSE WHO THINK THEY ABE EVENING WATCH
GBOUPS AT OLEMSON
HAVING A HARD TIME
BEAD THIS
Evening watch groups open with
thirty men in some groups.
The
SHANTUNG
old men need no explanation of
The raid and arrest of secretaries what evening watch is, but to- the
and teachers in the Tsinan Y. M. new men we might say that just
C. A., the arrest by the local mili- after long roll each night there is
tary police of a group of young a little group of men meeting on
men 'in our own lobby one day each hall for about five minutes of
together.
These
few
during the membership campaign devotional
and the shooting of one of them as minutes each day spent together
a Communist and the sudden fall means a great deal in the life of
of the Shantung Provincial Bank a man and every man needs a
Notes to less than half value three little time each day for spiritual
days before the close of the cam- development.
The groups have started this
paign, have all had ah effect upon
the campaign. It is fine though to year with from twelve to thirty
Find
see the spirit of friends, non- men attending each group.
Christians as well as Christian, and where the one on your hall is
see how they still stand back of meeting and go by each night just
the Association. In telephoning to after long roll. During your colthe Martial Law Commander, the lege days you will find that you
Chief of Police said, "I will abso- will be a little stronger, you will
lutely stand back of the Y. M. C. A. be better able to meet your feland be a guarantee of the organiza- low students, and you will make
the men you come in contact with
tion and its secretaries."
feel better for having known you,
if you take a little time each day
for some form of devotion. EvenPROFANITY AND SNEERS
AT DRY LAW ABE BANNED ing watch answers that call.
Ridicule of Clergy Also Stopped by
Leading Film Producers
Hollywood, Cal., July 30.— (AP)
—Profanity, ridicule of the clergy
and all sneers at the federal constitution, particularly the prohibition
amendment, have been banned from
films produced by members of the
Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc.
A resolution to that end was
passed last June 8, by twenty motion picture producing units, comprising the full membership of the
association, but announcement of
the action was withheld until today.
Fred W. Beetson, secretary of
the association, confirmed a report
by Dr. C. C. McLean, father of
Douglass McLean, screen actor, who
is chairman of the state and screen
committee of the United Church
Brotherhoods of Los Angeles, that
the resolution had been passed.
The producers further
pledged
themselves to omit all improper billboards advertising from publicity
programs. The twenty united adopting the resolution includes virtually
all the large, studios in southern
California.
Rev. Crouch was the principal
speaker at te Vesper services Sunday night.
In the course of his
talk Mr. Crouch cited to his listeners this fact; although the present
time is a part of a transitional era,
there are three laws that are fixed.
These are the laws, the supremecy
of spiritual values never have been
shattered and never will be, the
law of moral retribution canges
not, and the sovereinty of God can
never be altered. Mr. Crouch explained thoroughly that though inventions, periods of history, and
eras come and go these three things
are the same forever

Mr. T. B. Lanham, State secretarv
of the Y. M. C. A. made a very
interesting talk at vesper service
Sunday evening.
T.he subject of
his talk was, "Choose you this day
whom you will serve." Mr. Lanham
made clear that there are . many
choices to be made in life and that
many of the men in the audience
had just made a very 'important
decision, in the choice of their
college. He stated that these men
had chosen Clemson as their college and now other choices, such
as the choice of companions, choice
of how they spend their time, and
others must be made while at college.
Mr. Lanham spoke clearly
and frankly on this subject and
the meeting was
enjoyed
very 1
much.
This was the first vesper service held at Clemson this session:
and the auditorium was filled. We [
hope that the Vesper services will
be attended by many this year and j
that they may be an inspiration to
everyone. There are a number ot
good speakers on the -program this
year and we are planning for a
great year.
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THE EGYPTIAN
Home of
First National Pictures
Exclusively

TIGER TEA SHOPPE
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Let your Home Folks, your Girl, or Friends
|* know what is happening at Cemson.
Y We furnish postage, wrapper, and trouble—

Y
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ALL FOR $1.50 SCHOLASTIC YEAR
Give subscription to any member of Tiger Staff
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PATRONIZE—

THE PALACE CAFE
N. Main Street

Anderson, S. C.
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I. L. "Judge" Keller
Welcomes you back to Clemson
Special Prices on Clemson Pennants and Novelties
The latest styles in Florsheim and Walk-Over Shoes

See "Judge" and Save the Difference
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Sloan's Arcade
HOME COOKING A

oA feather-weight toucn
is all this pen requires—

SPECIALTY

QmmW'im::.
WEDDING GJFTS

SAM ORR TRIBBLE GO
A Store for Everybody
Phone 521—140 N. Main

Anderson, - -

S. C.

At the Sign of the Big Watch
North Main Street

BALENTINE PACKING COMPANY
Greenville, S. C.

y

ANDERSON,

S. C.

And own a Pen
that stays in Perfect Trim,
or we Make Good Free*
The new model Parker
Duofold introduces pressureless -writing —and stays in
perfect order. We agree your
first cost shall be your last.
No hand can distort its
point —yet it yields to any
style of writing.
We spent 35 years on 47
major improvements. Made
sixteen million Pens. Own
32 patents on Pens and 12
on Pencils and Desk Sets.
We discovered how to
combine capillary attraction
with gravity feed. Thus a
feather-weight touch starts
ink-flow; the light balanced
weight of the Pen is almost
enough to keep it writing.
Barrels are now of Parker
Permanite —Non-Breakable
—28% lighter than rubber
formerly used. Tney come in
jewel-like colors—Jade, Lacquer-red, flashing Black,
Mandarin Yellow and Lapis
Lazuli Blue—all black-tipped.
People are thronging the
pen counters to sample this
pressureless writing. Only
one caution: look for the imprint, "Geo. S. Parker —
DUOFOLD."
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
JANESVULE, WIS.
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WELCOME
We wish to please you.
Come down and
make friends whether you buy or not.

Joe Sloan
Clemson Stationery, Holingsworth Candies
DRINKS, CIGARETTES, CIGARS
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OFFICES AND SUBSIDIARIES: NEWYORK
BOSTON - CHICAGO * CLEVELAND
ATLANTA • DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO
TORONTO, CANADA - LONDON, LNCUi^Ll
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Headquarters of taste for Clemson Men

MARCHBANKS

PURE PORK SAUSAGE, MEATS,
and PURE LARD

X

VISIT
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WHEN IN ANDERSON

SEE

BALENTINE'S
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In a recent letter to Col. Cole
the manager of the John C. Calhoun Hotel in Anderson stated
that while he would be able to
make Clemson Cadets a special
rate for "week ends, it would not
be as low as last year. The letter
in part is as follows: "Our room
sales are mounting higher and
higher now, we are afraid to predict for fall, however frequent
sell outs at regular prices should
be in order. We shall be glad to
make the Clemson College Cadets a
rate of $1.00 each for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday nights."

f

7

CHANGE IN HOTEL BATES

For Prompt and Satisfactory
Service in
WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY REPAIRING

ASK FOR

t7

The swimming pool is now open
and in good condition for any who
desire to take a swim.
Special
hours for ladies are; Wednesday
11:00 to 12:00 A. M., Wednesday
3:00 to 4:00 P. M„ Tuesday and
Thursday nights 7:30 to 8:30 P. M.
and Saturday 11:00 to 12:00 A. M.
Cadets may feel free to come
down at any time and take a
swim.
You will enjoy the cool
water these hot days.

MB. T. B. LANHAM
SPEAKS AT VESPERS

PICTUBE SHOWS
Wednesday 21—"Alberta Vaughu
in Collegiate".
Thurs., 2 2—"Good and Naughty."
Friday 23—"See you in Jail."
Saturday <Sept. 24—Collen Moore
in "Twinkletoes."
Saturday Sept. 24—"Afraid
to
Love" starring Florence Vidor and
Olive Brooks.
Monday Sept. 2 6.—Shirley Mason
and Cullen Landis in "Sweet Rosie
O'Grady."
Tuesday Sept. 27—Mae Murray
in "Altars of Desire"
Thursday 2 8—Adolphe Menjou
in "Ace of Cads."
"It is better to be than to do.'
Friday Sept. 30—Richard Barthelmes in "The Amateur Gentleman."
"My greatest fear is that I shall
'Saturday Oct. 1—Milton Sills in
not know my whole duty or having "The Silent Lover."
known it will fail to do it."
J — ooberember— s MHM HMH
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BARBER_ SHOPS
Sloan's Arcade and
Barracks

*'2\(p Expense After 'Purchase
Duofold Jr. or
Lady Duoiol'd-55^

To prove that Parker Duofold Pens will
Btay in perfect order, Parker agrees
to make good free, if one should fail,
provided complete pen is sent by the
owner direct to Parker with 10c for
return postage and insurance.

Red and Bla -i Color Combination BII£. Trado Mark U.S. Pat. Office
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PAGE THREE

COLLEGE?

"To be at home in all lands and
all ages; to count nature a familiar
acquaintance and art an intimate
friend; to carry the key to the
world's library in your pocket, and Y
feel its resources ibehind you in ♦>
whatever task you undertake; to
make friends among men of your
own age who are to be . leaders in
all walks of life; to lose oneself
in generous enthusiasm and cooperate with others for common ♦
ends; to learn manners from stu- ♦♦♦
dents who are gentlemen and form
sharacter under profesors who are
Christians—these are the returns
of a college for the best four
years of one's life."
President Hyde of Bowdoin College.
"Education is not to make us
seem to be greater to the world,
Teacher—"Willie, what was it but that the world may seem greatSir Walter Raleagh said when he er and richer to us."—Barbe.
placed his cloak on the muddy road
for the beautiful queen to walk
Jean—Well, I'm engaged.
over?"
Bigger—You don't mean it.
"Step on it, kid!"
Jean—Of coure not, but it's lots
of fun.
for
Netty—Would you marry
money?
"Are you a sailor's sweetheart?"
Letty—Well, I hope Cupid aims
"No. I don't like salt with my
at me with a Pierce Arrow.
mush."

X
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24 Hcur Service Restrmging Tennis Rackets
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I ONEAL-WILLIAMS COMPANY f
Y

203 N. Main St.

GREENVILLE, S. C.
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Teacher—-"What does unaware
mean?"
Susie—"It's the last thing you
take off at night."

Willie (to his father who had
recently married the second time) —
"There's a shop in High Street just
like you, daddie."
Father—"Shop like me?
What
do you mean?"
Willie (getting near the door) —
There was sure some hot necking,
"Why, it's
under entirely
new
"I s itLuke?"
when Uncle Amos got too near the
management."
"Luke who?"
gas with his celluloid collar on.
"I,uke warm."
Sheik—"Now, where in the devil
A rector, having a parishioner
is that plumber.
My pipe hasn't
"Where are you going my pretty
of great fluency of speech and
been working for a week!"
also somewhat addicted to pro- maid?"
"I'm going a-necking sir," she
Jimmiie—"Every time I kiss you fanity, considered it his duty 10 said.
talk to the man about his fault.
it make me a better man."
Ethereal Ethel—"Well, you don't The man listened for a while rehave to try to get to heaven to- spectfully, and then seriously reREAD
plied: "I know it is a bad habit
night."
but you see, my words flow so
Atkins—"You were at a terrible vapidly that I have to throw in a
disadvantage when you met that 'dam' now and then to prevent a
flood."
bear without your gun."
Ivey (the famous hunter—"Yes.
Seven days per week for
I was a stranger in the country and
"They say dresses are going to
didn't have any road maps."
be still scantier this season."
20c DELIVERED
"Oh, heavens,
and I've
been
to your room
■Stranger—"Then
there's
the operated on for appendicitis."
Smiths. They were among the first
SEE
settlers in this town."
H. P. BYRD
NOTICE
TO
FRESHMEN
Shopkeeper—''How things have
Hoke Sloan has received a new
Room No. 201
changed.
They're among the last
supply of rubber chisels. Get yours
settlers now."
at once.
Sunday-School
Teacher—"What
are the things that count most in
this life?"
Small Boy (fresh from a visit
to his dad's store)—"Adding machines."
"Has youah nephew stahted his
spiling plowin' yet, Bill?"
"Waal, no. Jim ain't stahted his
fahm work yet—he's powerful far
behind in his fishin.'
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oMessage to
Clemson Folks
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NCE in a while somebody says—I couldn't
get that in our town and the merchant
there sent me to you. We like to fele that
a comradeship exists between us and all other
storekeepers.
If your town store has what you
want, buy it there; we don't want to take trade
that rightfully belong to the man who helps develop your community. Whenever your wants are beyond him, come to us. That doesn't always mean
that you have to take a trip here. Just to accommodate out-of-town customers we maintain a Personal Shoppers Service. Just 'Phone 111, or write
a letter to "Anna Dale" in our care.

Something Is Always Taking the Joy Out of Life

By BRIGGS

yov>VE. GOT HIM" IN THE
PINK" Fo»R A BOUT UJITH THE
TITLE; HOLDER.

ftt*0 IN THE THIRO ROONQ THE
CHAMP »S READyToTA
KNOCKOUT PUNCH.

WHEN YOU'VE DEVELOPED ft
FAST BUT JXJMB BOV INTO A
CHAMPIONSHIP CONTENDER.

'ANP

A 'Scotchman and Jewish 'boy
went out golfing on a very hot day.
The Jewish boy had a sunstroke and
the Scotchman made him count it.
A little boy from the city was
■playing in a strip of woods with
some of his country cousins when
suddenly he came upon a box with
several condensed milk cans in it.
"Hey, fellows, come here quick,"
yelled the city "kid, "I've found a
cow's nest!"
Traffic Cop—"What's
Truck Driver—"It's
of me wagon."
Cop (trying to read
obliterated."
Driver—"Ye'r a liar.

your name?"
on th' side
name)—"It's
It's O'Brien"

A rooster by perseverance rolled
an ostrich egg into the chicken
yard. He called the hens and said:
"Now I'm not casting any insinuations or reproaching any of
you hens, but I just want you to
see what 'is being done in other
places."
A young man had a fine collection of East African trophies, and
amongst them a splendid buffalo
head.
"What a wonderful head" said
a girl. "How did you get that'.'
Was he very savage?"
"I had a deuce of a time with
that buffalo," replied the hunter.
"Never had such a morning in
my lite. I shot it in my pajamas."
"Good heavens," murmured the
sweet thing,
"How did it get
there?"
Prof. They say that a single oyster will lay from one to eighi
million eggs a year.
Freshman
ones.

Think of the married

Sailor—P-p-p-p-p.
Captain—Well, sing it if you
can't say it.
Sailor—Should ole acquaintance
be forgot and never brought to
mind—the
bloomin'
cook's
fell
overboard and is twenty miles behind.

OLD GOLD
Hie Smoother and Better Cigarette
not a cough in a carload

1927. P. Lorillard Co.. Eut. 17.J
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HARRY G. McBRAYER, INC.
' COLLEGIATE CLOTHES FOR
COLLEGATTE MEN
Latest Fall styles shown by our Learburg Suits
for College Men
ANDERSON, S. C.
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PLAZA
ANDERSON, S. C.
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CATERS TO CLEMSON STUDENTS
Special Rate of 50c to Clemson Men
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in the gymnasiums are displaying
form which wil attract much greater attention in the near future.
Much credit is due the military
department and the cadets officers
who have teen on active duty
while "things were getting started."
Orientation Week was a real task
and its success is due almost entirely to the complete organization
and execution performed by the
officers on duty. With almost no
time spent in actual instruction, the
freshmen cadets are finding their
places in the ranks, and standing
still long enough to make the formations possible. The uniforms are
quite the rage at present—every
well dressed Clemson man is wearing a complete one, including the
dark brown shoe shine.
Clemson is wide awake.
Each
man is finding his place and accepting his duties for the year.
The Old Tiger 'Spirit is growling
earnestly and even a bit impatiently
for a chance to match its strength
against that of others, as we enter
into the brightest and strongest
session ever seen at Clemson College.

STOP AT THE FIRST STORE RIGHT ACROSS
FROM THE T

HOKE SLOAN'S
AND

Price For
ARMY LOCKERS
ARMY SHOES
SERVICE TIES
BLACK SHOES
BEDROOM SLIPPERS
BATH ROBES
WINDOW SHADES
COAT HANGERS

AND

The man who pulls-for Clemson by deeds as
well as words. Wade and Chandler exemplify
this.

:GIVE. YOUR BUSINESS TO CLINT'S
ATHLETIC REPRESENTATIVES
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& Company

WHOLESALE

GROCERIES

GREENVILLE, S. C.
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WALTER H. KEESE & COMPANY
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CLEMSON BELTS
CLEMSON PENNANTS
CLEMSON CAPS
CLEMSON PILLOW TOPS
CLEMSON GIRL'S BELTS
CLEMSON STICKERS
TENNIS SHOES
WHITE DUCKS

YOOR VISIT TO MY STORE WILL IE APPREGIAT!
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We greet you with a plant entirely equipped
with new machinery to finish your clothes and T
shoes right.
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An old Clemson Man Who Has the Right Goods at the Right
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218 North Main Street
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Rev. Capers Satterlee, who spent
the summer in Europe, has returned to Clemson and resumed
bis duties as rector of the Holy
Trinity Episcopal church here.
Prof.
J. E. Cheatam,
of the
faculty of the textile department,
who was recently granted a year's
leave of absence, left the campus
this week to begin 'his work as a
cotton technologist with the United
States department of agriculture in
VARSITY
Read This
FRESHMAN
Washington.
The
Woman's
club held
ita
September meeting
last Monday
Oct. 8—Georgia at Athens
afternoon at the Y. M. C. A. club Sept. 24—P. C. at Clemson
room with Mrs. R. O. Feeley pre- Oct. 1—Auburn at Clemson
"iding.
After the disposition
of Oct. 8—N. C. State at Raleigh Oct. 19—Carolina at Columlxa
burliness matters, the members enjoyed a social hour.
Oct. 14—Erskine at Clemson
Mrs. F. T. Dargan was hostess Oct. 20—Carolina at State Fair Nov. 4—Furman at Clemson
*o the Wednesday Morning Bridge
Oct. 29—Wofford at Clemson Nov. 12- -P. C. at Clinton
club last week.
The Book Club met with Mrs. Nov. 5—Citadel at Charleston
C. S. Patrick last Wednesday after- vr
,„ n
•
, .,,
Nov. 19—Wofford at Sptg.
noon.
During the social hour a Nov. 12—Georgia at Athens.
■=alad course, fruit punch, and cake Nov. 24—Furman at Greenville
burg.
were seTved.
Mrs. P. B. Holtsendorff gave a
party at her home in North Clemson last Wednesday afternoon in
honor of the 'fourth birthday of
her son. Linton.
Ice
cream and
cakes were served,
Last Monday night in compliment to the Freshmen who are
members
of that church,
the
Methodist church gave a reception
in the social rooms of the church.
■ ,Mr.3/ R. W. Hamilton was hostess
DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWednesday afternoon at a Bridge
WARE, GLASS, CHINA, LEATHER GOODS,
narty.
Following the games the
hostess served a salad course with
STATIONERY and NOVELTIES
'red tea.
FRATERNITY JEWELRY
The regular monthly meeting of
the Clemson-Calboun School' Improvement
Association was
held
211 N. Main Street
GREENVLLE, S. C.
.li*t Tuesday afternoon
at .the
school 'building with Mrs. J. H.
Mitchell presiding.
Mrs. Lee Milford wa hostess to .
gI«Jiai|S{Hi!aaH(SBBlE:,W»:,W
the memhers
of the
Thursday §
Bridge club this week.
After the; Is!
games a lunch • was served.
} §j
Misses
Evelyn
Daniel,
Gene'i
J. K. LIVINGSTON
\V. K. LIVINGSTON
Klngh, Elizabeth Dargan, Margaret I
Freeman. Helen Reid, Margaret and i I
Helen
Ruth Chambers,
Annette) 1
Sarle. Annetta McHugh, Ina Smith, I
and J:ane Vandiver left last Tues-|3]
lay for Winthrop College.
, f
Miss Roxanna Eaton has return-! §
ed to St. Mary's at Raleigh, Miss|§j
♦*♦ Mary Bryan to Converse, and Miss i H
ye Sloan to Lucy Cobb.
♦I* AmThe
circus given by the Woman's'!
P. & N. Warehouse
cluib Friday evening was a most 1
♦!♦ njoyable affair directed by Mrs.
J. E. Hunter and others.
The
Trogram consisted of crystal gazing,
■<£► crazy house, magic, palirf reading
Phones 678-673
Box 10 05
<§► bard selections, Negro songs, acrobatics, pie eating, ' dancing, rope
walking and the strong man stunt.
Peanuts, popcorn and ballons were
a
sold.

BLUE R100E FILLING STATION
STANDARD
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COLLEGE OPENING
(Continued from page 1)
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, Boring Young Man (holding forth
to pretty girl)—You know, I'm a
p
unny like that—always throw myself into anything I undertake.,
Pretty Girl
(sweetly) ■—How
splendid! Why don't you dig a
well'
When "Tiger" : jokes are suppressed they will be read by the||j
faculty.
|®
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m
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Sinclair Gas and Oils — Quaker State Oils
Goodrich Silvertown Tires and Tubes
We call for and Deliver for Washing Cars

SMITH'S SERVICE STATION

Mose—When m.ah wife gets kissed'
she sho' do squeal.
Gawge—Ah'll say she do!
r
Mose—What's dat, E.igguh?
ggvWvSggW]gg|ggggg|glglg|ff.gg^^
Gawge;—Ah sayed, dp she?

Day Phone 34-^

r

Night Phone 83-J
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M. M. CAMPELL

PROSPECTS FOR'CLEMSON are looking A-l this year.
New hopes, new coaches and new spirit should mean a banner
year for the Tigers. A long term of spring practice coupled
with three weeks of gruelling training under a hot sun that is
characteristic of mid-July instead of Setember has put the
players in the best of physical condition and they are roaring
to get at P. C.
THE NEWEST ADDITION to the coaching staff is none
other than "Dizzy" McLeod, former Furman star. McLeod is
a capable coach, which has been shown by his Work with the
Purple Hurricane the past two years, as assistant to Billy
Lcival. It was at Furman that McLeod won his spurs as a
player. Hewas a star on the grid, baseball diamond, and
basketball court. Clemson welcomes you "Dizzy" and hopes
that you will fall right in with the old Tiger spirit.
THE FOOTBALL RULES Committee must be under the
impression that if they do not change a half dozen rules and
devise a dozen new ones at the end of each and every season,
110,000,000 people will not be aware of the committee having
met. The evidence of their last meeting is published on this
page, look it up and devour each word. It will be interesting
to note what a group of authorities can do when they get
together. Many coaches think the new rules will hinder the
game, while on the other hand many are of the opinion that
the game will be improved. We think that the game will be
made faster and the lateral passes will afford the fans more
thrills and excitement.
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J. O. JONES

GREENVILLE, S. C.
J^ New Fall College Models in Suits and Over♦♦♦
coats now ready
X HATS, SHOES AND FURNISHINGS, TOO
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1908
1927
Twenty Years of Progressive and Satisfactory Cleaning and Pressing for
Clemson Corps.

Cliff Crawford
Spec" Farrar, Student Representative
aroi^igiiSiisiia»iiHiiaHiiaa^

Bud Eskew, Who Will Lead The
Tigers Against The Blue Stockings. CLEMSON TIGERS UNDER
Students! Attention!
NEW COACHES
There are three hundred and
(Continued from page 1)
Earn while you learn.
sixty-five Winthrop girls staying out other fundamentals of the game
Spare time work after classes.
in town this year. Clemson has not has been noticed. The varsity show- Now helping hundreds of students
yet decided whether it's Rock Hill ed up exceptionally well against through College. No finances or
or Stat^ Fair.
the freshman in scrimmage last
experience required.
Unusually
week and with' all of this week for liberal offer. Write for full parfinishing touches they should be ticulars today.
It's an ill bathing suit that ihowg in fine fettle when the referee toots
Bradford & Company, Inc.
that whistle.
St. Joseph, Michigan
field man. So South Carolina can nobody good.—Wampoon.
THE END OF THE PRESENT claim the only two captains of
season will find the South and conference teams that are backfield
V/ast lock'ing horns on the grid men.
ircn in Los Angeles.
A picked
southern conference team composed
IN
of outstanding football men that IMPORTANT CHANGES
FOOTBALL RULES
graduate this June will meet a
dimiliarly picked team from the
1. GOAL POSTS.—The goal posts
western conference.
Coach Wade
of Alabama, Coach Alexander, of have been moved from the goal line
Ca. Tech, and Coach McGugin, of to the end line.
2. DELAYING GAME.—A delay
Yanderbilt, will pick the members
of
more than 30 seconds in putting
of the
Southern
eleven.
The
Wosterners will be chosen by "Pop" the ball in play after it is ready for
play, or a team remaining more
V irner, Howard Jones, and Bill
fp aiding. The Southerners are to be than 15 seconds in a huddle, may
led by Freddie Pickard, Alabama be considered as prima facie evistar, and the Westerners will be dence of intentional delay of the
cvtaine-d by Dick Hyland, Stanford game.
The captain may now claim tinTe
star.
This game should give an
only three times in each half
idea as to the comparison of South- out
of four times, as formerly.
ern and Western Football.
It is instead
3. SHIFT PLAYSJ—In all shift
strictly amateur which should make
it very interesting for the football or huddle plays the players must
come to an absolute stop and reclt'zens of these two sections. We main stationary in their positions
welcome this move toy the Southern and without movement of the feet
Conference and^ hope that
the or swaying of the body for a period
Southern team "will boast of a of approximately one second. This
Clamson man.
Every conference period may 'be conveniently measurtc;-.n» is going to be watched.
ed by rapidly counting "1-2-3-4".
In case of doubt the penalty shall
FOOTBALL AT THE University be enforced. The penalty for violaof California seems to be a family tion has been increased from 5
affair.! The Bear eleven will have to 15 yards.
4. FUMBLED PUNTS.—When a
two pair of brothers playing on it
this year, while four other members kicked ball, other tlian a kick-off,
Lire brothers of former University a kick from free catch or a kick
following a safety, is legally reof California stars.
covered by the kicker's side before
COACH CARSON HAS a brilliant it has passed into possession and
array of "Rate" asembled on the control of the other side, it shall
South end of Rigg's Field.
Some be declared dead at the point of reof the South's best High school play- covery.
5. INCOMPLETE BACKWARD
ers of 1926 are fighting to play on
at any
our '27 rat team.
They showed PASS.—Any player may
occasional
flashes
against
the time hand or throw the ball in
PRINCE ALBERT is the kind of a
No matter how hard you hit
varsity in scrimmage. They were any direction except toward his opsmoke you get clubby with, right
it up, this long-burning tobacco
If any such pass
randicapped by the fact that it ponents' goal.
was the first time the men had made on first, second or third
off the bat. You'll be calling each
never hits back. You can go to it
ever played together. A few more down strikes the ground within the
weeks will give to them that team field of play or goes out of bounds,
other by your first names after the
before classes, and right through
work which they lack now. Clemson either 'before or after having been
came within an ace of copping the touched by a player of either side,
very first pipe-load. It is so gento Lights Out. Get yourself a tidy
state Freshman title last fall. Our it shall belong to the side which
uinely friendly, in spirit and in
red tin of Prince Albert today:
I rediction is that they are going made the pass at the point where
to beat every thing this fall., They it first strikes the ground within
fact.
The School of Experience has
1 ave five games scheduled and what the field of play, or if it goes out
before
striking
the
we mean hard games. The rats are of bounds
never produced a greater smoke
. P. A. treats your tongue and
point where it
to play Georgia, Citadel, Furman. ground, at the
crosses
the
sideline;
on
fourth
down
1 . C, and Wofford.
than good old P. A.
throat as gently as a mother
the hall shall go to the opponents
handles a new-born baby. Never
P. C. MIGHT HAPPEN to slip up at the same point. The pass from
P. A. is sold everyand hand the Tigers a setback, let the snapper back to put the ball in
where in tidy red tins,
a bite. Never a parch. These are
v-. hope that she doesn't BUT IF play is excepted from this rule.
pound and half-pound
HIE DOES let's not lose confidence
tin humidors, and
details,
of
course.
The
thing
you'll
pound crystal-glass
in that Tiger Team the season will
humidors with spongeFor The Information of those
■ t be over until the last game on
remember longest is that wondermoistener top. And
Concerned
the schedule has been played. We
always with every bit
ful
taste!
So
cool,
so
sweet,
so
want that game and the team is
of bite and parch removed by the Prince
Students athletic fee this year
troing to fight for it.
To win a
Albert process*
soothing.
This would make the
r-w.ie needs cooperation, so let is $7.50.
every Clemson man be there and regular season ticket at the above
root" for Clemson.
We want the price. The state imposes a tax of
Tigers to get off to a flying start 10 percent. This makes the ticket
and th<v can rest assured that $8.25. The Athletic department is
every man in the Student body is responsible for a raise of only $1.75
instead of $4.00 as some people
behind the Coaches and the team.
ONLY , TWO BACKFIELD men might think.
At this writing the net overdraft
will captain S. I. C. teams this fall.
—no oiher tobacco is like it!
Linemen seem to be the popular of the athletic association, as of
choice for pilots.
Our
Captain September 9, 1927., is $14,569.91.
"Bud" Eskew is one of the captains Please *)ilnk this over while you
© 1927, K. I. Revnotds Tobacco
Company, V- inston-Salem, N. C.
that cavorts behind the line. Wing- are putting a new handle in your
HAMMERfield, of Carolina, is the other back-

PRINgE ALBERT
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